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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to prove there exists

a unique solution of the two-point boundary value problem

(1.1) *"=/(*, x, x'),
(1.2) aox(a)— aix'(a)=a,

(1.3) box(b)+bxx'(b)=B

assuming that:

(i) f(t, x, x') is a continuous real valued function defined on

S={(t, x, x')\a^t^b, \x\ +|x'| <<»},
(ii) f(t, x, x') is nondecreasing on 5 with respect to x,

(iii)  |/(/, x, xi) -/(/, x, x2') | ^ M\ xi -x2' | on S,

and in addition assuming that a0, ax, bo, bx^0, a0+bo>0, a0+cii>0,

andb0+bx>0.

By boundary value problem (BVP) (1.1), we shall mean equation

(1.1) together with boundary conditions (1.2) and (1.3). BVP(l.l)

was investigated in [5]. In this paper, the assumptions on f(t, x, x')

are weakened considerably and a much simpler proof of the existence

of a unique solution to BVP(l.l) is given.

The main result of this note is Theorem 3.1. The proof makes use

of the existence and uniqueness theory developed using the subfunc-

tion approach in [l] and [2]. In particular, under conditions (i), (ii),

and (iii), the two-point boundary value problem: x" =f(t, x, x'),

x(o) =7, x(b) =5, has a unique solution u(t, y, S) which depends con-

tinuously on the boundary data (7, b).

2. Preliminary results. In this section, we prove a sequence of

lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Let <p(s) be a positive continuous function such that

J°°   sds

#>-"■
Given R>0, there exists MR>0 such that if x(t)EC2[a, b], satisfies

\x(t)\ ^Rand \x"(t)\ ^(p(\x'(t)\) on [a, b], then \x'(t)\ ^MB. More-

over, Mr—*0 as A—>0.

Proof. Given A>0, by (2.1) there exists MR>0 such that
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/■M *        sds- = 22c.
2«/(6-o)    <t>is)

Then |x'(*)| = Affi follows (Hartman [3, pp. 428-429]). From (2.2),

we see that if 2?—>0, then MR-^0.

Lemma 2.2. If fit, x, x') satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), then the boundary

value problem

(2.3) x" =f(t,x,x')        x(c) = 7,    xid) = 5

has a unique solution uit, y, b) for any a^cSd^b.

Proof. This is a corollary to [l, Theorem 6.2, p. 1064].

Lemma 2.3. If fit, x, x') satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), then uit, y, 8)

—mit, 7, 8) and u'it, y, 8)—>u'it, y, 8) uniformly on [c, d] as | -y — -y[

+ |8-8~|->0.

Proof. Given e>0, by Jackson and Fountain [2, Theorem 9,

p. 1262], uit, 7, 8)+e is a superfunction and «(/, 7, 5) —e is a subfunc-

tion relative to solutions of x" =/(/, x, x'). Hence, if | 8 — 8\ +| 7—7I

<€, then uit, 7, S)—eg«7, 7, 8):Sm(/., 7, S)+e for all /G[c, d]; and

uit, 7, 5)—>m(/, 7, 8) uniformly on [c, d] as | 5 — 5| +|f— y\—*0.

We have left to prove that u'it, 7, 8)—*u'it, 7, 5) as |"y—7I

+ |?-«|-»0.
Define K= {it, y)\c^t^d, uit, y-l, 8-1)^y^uit, y+1, 8 + 1)}

and 4>is) = Ms + maxK\fit, y, 0)\. Note that f"isds/4>is))= 00. For

17— 71 ̂  1 and I 5 — 8| ;S1, we have

\u"it,y,8)\   =  \ fit, uit, y, 8), u'it, y, 8)) \

£M\u'it,y,8)\ + I fit, uit, 7,8), 0)|

^ 0( I «'(<, 7,8) I )

and

|«(/,7,S)| ^B

= max {max[| «(r, 7 — 1, 5 — 1) | , | uit, 7 + 1, 5 + 1) | ]}.
la, b]

Hence, by Lemma 2.1, there exists NB>0 such that \u'it, 7, 8)\ ^NB

for I7-7I ^1 and \8-8~\ =1.
Define^i7)=2max|/7,y,y')| over {(t,y,y')\ it,y)EK, | y'| ^NB}

and 2? = max I «(*, 7, 8) —«(/, 7,_8)| on [c, d]. Note that fxisds/4>iis))

= 00. For 17 —71 ̂  1 and | 8 — 81 ̂  1, we have
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\u"(t,y,o)-u"(t,y,8)\   <   \f(t,u(t,y,8),u'(t,y,8))\

+  \f(l,u(t,y,8),u'(t,y,8))\

= <t>x(\u'(t,y,$) -u'(t, y, S) \ ).

By Lemma 2.1, \u'(t, y, 8)—u'(t, y, 8)\ ^MR where Mr—>0 as

R—>0. Since A—>0 as |7 —f| +| 5 — o\ —»0, we conclude that u'(t, 7, 0)

—»«'(<, 7, 5) uniformly on [c, cf] as | y — y\ + | 5 —S| —>0.

Lemma 2.4. If f(t, x, x') satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii), 7^71 and

82s^8x, then z(t)=u(t, y2, 82)—u(t, yx, 8X) is a subfunction with respect

to solutions of

(2.4) u" = - M\ u'\

on [c, d]. If 52 —8i^72—71, then

0 = 2« g (72 - 71) + [(«* - «i) - (72 ~ 7i)]

(2.5) -[j    exp(-Af(5 -c))cfcl /T f   exp(-Af(5 - r))rf5

« «i(0-

T/ 52 — 5i^72— 71, /Aere

0 ^ 3(0 = (72 - 7i) + [(«i - «i) - (72 - 7i)]

(2.6) •     j    exp(Af (5 - c))tfa    /     f   exp(M(5 - c))<fc

= co2(0.

Proof. By the uniqueness of solutions to the two-point boundary

value problem in Lemma 2.2, we must have u(t, y2, S2)^u(t, yx, 5X).

By properties (ii) and (iii),

z"(l) = /(/, u(t, 72, S2), u'(t, 72, S2)) - /(/, u(t, 71, Sx), «■'((, Ti, SO)

= f(t, u(t, 71, Sx),u'(t, 72, S2)) -f(t, u(t, 71, SO, u'(t, 71, SO)

^-M\ u'(t, 72, 50 - »'(', 7i, *i) |   = ~ Jf I 2'(0 I •

By Jackson and Fountain [2, Theorem 8, p. 1261], this inequality

implies that z(t) is a subfunction with respect to (2.4) on [c, d].

If S2 — dx^y2— 71, then coi(0 is a solution to (2.4) satisfying «i(c)

= z(c) and cox(d) —z(d). Similarly, if 72— 7i = 52 — Si, then co2(0 is such

a solution. Then inequalities (2.5) and (2.6) follow from the defini-

tion of subfunction (see Jackson and Fountain [2, p. 1254]).

Lemma 2.5. If f(t, x, x') satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) and if bo, bx}±0
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and bo+bi>0, then the boundary value problem

(2.7)        x" = fit, x, x')       xia) = s,   60x(o) + oix'(o) = 0

has a unique solution uit, s, 87)) on [a, b] where uQ>, s, Sis)) =8(5).

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the problem

x" = fit, x, x1)        xia) = s,    xib) = 5

has a unique solution uit, s, 8) on [a, b].

Define 77(S)=o0S+oim'(o, 5, 8). It is sufficient to show that there

exists a unique 8(5) such that 27(87)) =8.

From Lemma 2.3 we have that u'ib, s, 8) is a continuous function

of 8 on (—°o, +°°) for fixed s. Hence, 77(8) is continuous on (— »,

00). Suppose 822:Si. We have

27(52) - F.iSi) = 00(82 - 81) + biiu'ib, s, 81) - u'ib, s, Si)).

Applying   Lemma   2.4   (with   71=72 = 5),   since   z(o)=w(o,   s,   82)

— w(6, s, 8i)=«i(6), we have

z'ib) = u'ib, s, b2) - u'ib, s, 5i) ^ a'i(b)

= (S2 - 5i) exp[-Tkf(o - a)] /   f   exp[-Mis - a)]ds.

Define Pi = b0+b!exp[-Mib-a)]/f>aexp[-Mis-a)]ds>O.Then,

27(52) - 77(Si) ^ Pi(52 - Si).

This inequality implies that 77(8) is strictly increasing and has

(— co, +00) for its range. Hence, there exists a unique 8(5) such that

77(S(s))=|8, and uit, s, Sis)) is the unique solution to (2.7).

Lemma 2.6. If f(t, x, x') satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) and if b0, 7siO
and bo+bi>0, then u(t, s, 8(s))^>u(t, s, 8(s)) and u'(t, s, 8(s))

-^u'(t, s, 8(s)) uniformly on [a, b] as s—>s. Moreover, if s2^si, then

(2.9) 0 ^ u(t, si, b(s2)) - u(t, si, 8(si)) gS!- st.

Proof.  We  first establish  that   (2.9)   holds at b,  i.e.   0^8(s2)

— 8(si)^s2 — si.

If 6i = 0, then 8(s2)-8(si)=B/b0-B/bo = O.
Suppose 6i>0. Since u(t, s, 8(s)) is a solution to (2.7) for every s,

(2.10) u'(b, s2, 8(s2)) - u'(b, si, 8(5,)) = - (bo/b1)(8(s2) - 8(Sl)).

Suppose 8(5-.)— S(5i)<0. Then (2.10) implies that

(2.11) u'ib, si, 8is2)) - u'ib, si, S(sO) ^ 0.
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Define to = sup{t\tE [a, b] and u(t, s2, b(s2))=u(t, sx, 5(5i))}. Note

that t0E[a, b). Applying Lemma 2.4 (with yi=y2 = u(to, s2, 5(52)),

S2 = S(5i), Si = S(52), [c, d]= [to, b]), since S(5i)>5(52) and z(b) = 8(sx)

— 8(s2) =oii(b), we obtain

z'(b) = u'(b, sx, 8(sx)) - u'(b, s2, S(s2)) ^ 4(b)

(2.12) -«^-«W)

■exp(-M(b - to)) /  f   exp(-ikf(5 - a))ds > 0.

But (2.11) and (2.12) yield a contradiction. Hence, 8(s2) — 8(sx) ̂ 0.

Suppose 8(s2) — 8(sx)>s2 — sx. Applying Lemma 2.4 (with 7i=5i,

72 = 52, Si = 5(5i), and 82 = 5(52)), since z(b)=S(s2)—8(sx)=cox(b), we

obtain

z'(b) = u'(b,s2,8(s2)) — u'(b,sx,S(sx))

«««      -^    wn       t(g(^) ~ S(sQ) - (52 - 5i)] exp(-M(b - a))
(2.13) g coi (b) = - -> 0.

/exp( — M(s — a))ds
a

But, since baz^O and bx>0, this contradicts (2.10). Hence 5(52) — 5(5i)

^52 —5i.

Now (2.6) of Lemma 2.4 yields (2.9) since 0^z(t)=u(t, s2, 8(s2))

—u(t, si, 8(sx))^(o2(t)^(s2 — sx). Moreover, | 6(52)—5(5i)| ^ |52 —5i|,

i.e. 5(5) is continuous. From Lemma 2.3 we conclude that u(t, s, 8(s))

-^>u(t, 5, 5(5)) and u'(t, s, 8(s))—>u'(t, s, 8(s)) uniformly on [a, b] as

5—>5.

Lemma 2.7. If f(t, x, x') satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and if a0, aii=0 and
ao+ii>0, then the boundary value problem

(2.14) x" —f(t,x,x'),        x(b) = 5,    aox(a) — aix'(a) = a

has a unique solution u(t, y(s), s) on [a, b] where u(a, y(s), s) =7(5).

As s-*s, u(t, 7(5), 5)—fu(t, 7(5), 5) and u'(t, y(s), s)-^u'(t, y(s), s)

uniformly on [a, b]. Moreover, if 52^5i, then

(2.15) 0 ^ u(t, y(s2), s2) - u(t, 7(5,), sx) = s2 - sx.

Proof. Similar to Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6.

3. Main result. With the aid of the preceding lemmas we can now

prove the following which is a generalization of Keller's Theorem

[4, p. 728].

Theorem 3.1. Iff(t, x, x') satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) and if
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(3.1) a0, ah b0, 61 ^ 0,

(3.2) a0 + oo > 0,        a0 + ai > 0,        o0 + Oi > 0,

then the boundary value problem (1.1) has a unique solution uit) for

any a and B.

Proof. By Lemma 2.5, the problem (2.7) has a unique solution

uit, s, 8(s)) lor each 5. Define G(s)=a<ss — aiu'(a, s, 8(s)). It is suffi-

cient to show there exists a unique s such that G(s) =a. Assume <Zo>0.

By Lemma 2.6, u'(a, s, 8(s)) is a continuous function of 5 on (— °°,

oo). Hence, G(s) is continuous on (— oo, oo).

Suppose Si^si. We have

(3.3) G(s2) — G(s/) = aQ(s2 — si) — ai(u'(a, s2, S(s2)) — u'ia,su8isi))).

By Lemma 2.6, OfS,uit, s2, 8is2))—uit, Si, 8(si)) ^s2 — si. Moreover,

uia, s2, 8is2))—uia, su S(si)) =52 —si. Hence, u\a, s2, 8is2))

—u'ia, Si, S(5i)) ^0. We may conclude from i3.3) that

Gis2) — Gis/) ^ aois2 — Si).

This inequality implies that Gis) is strictly increasing and has

(—oo, +°o) as its range. Hence, there exists a unique 5 such that

Gis) =a. Thus, BVP(l.l) has a unique solution.

If a0 = 0, then we must have o0>0, and the proof may be carried

out as above by reversing the roles of a, b and using Lemma 2.7.
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